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Abstract:
State-of-the-art turbocharging systems are a main contributor to compliance with the emission requirements, compactness and efficiency as well
as performance response for four-stroke and two-stroke engines.
MAN ES offers brand new solutions for the future requirements of modern
fuels, emission regulations and engine performances, in the low-, mediumand high-speed segments. MAN ES is driving the change towards lower
NOx-emissions and higher performance with a new radial turbocharger generation for high-pressure applications as well as for compact high specific
flow demands. The whole series supports the engine especially for the requirements of Tier III and similar requirements in the stationary energy
generation segment.
This new radial turbocharger generation pushes the limits towards single
stage pressure ratios far above 6 and a specific mass flow rate which is best
in its class. Therewith a specific cost & NOx-emission reduction of new and
existing engine generations is possible. One further cornerstone of the development is the usability of synthetic fuels, which are expected to be the
future dominating energy carrier for internal combustion engines in terms
of reducing the carbon footprint.
The present paper focusses on necessary tools and methods as well as on
special design features of the new radial turbocharger generation to overcome present limits in terms of pressure ratio and specific flow rates. From
first concepts, to detailed design, testing and validation, the emphasis lies
on the aerodynamic, thermomechanic and structure mechanic design. This
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paper describes the precise forecast of performance features such as efficiency and lifetime, which was the main driver for further pushing the existing numerical tools. Such new methods were encompassed and supported by the whole development process, which is also presented in this
paper. The well known requirements of product safety, temperature and
material limits had also been accounted for the strategic considerations of
the frame size concept of both new turbocharger families which has revealed to be a crucial point in an early project phase.
Key Words: turbocharger, TCP, TCF, high-pressure, hydrogen, ammonia,
methanol, Medium-Speed, High-Speed, Low-Speed, single-stage, twostage

1 Introduction
To keep the impact of climate change within acceptable limits, strong efforts
in decarbonization are necessary. To achieve the goal of net zero greenhouse gas emissions for large bore 4-stroke and 2-stroke engines alternative fuels, that are carbon free or carbon neutral, will come into use.
These alternative fuels will not be available in large scales in the near future
but are already clearly driving current development strategies.
Engines operated on alternative fuels will not fundamentally change the
charging requirements known today. But, as the most promising amongst
them have significantly differing chemical properties, some adaptions to today’s engine concepts will be necessary to achieve comparable power densities, fuel consumption and pollutant emissions and the requirements for
the charging units are expected to diversify.
An important aspect is that fuel cost for alternative and conventional fuels
are expected to increase. Therefore fuel consumption will be an even more
dominating factor in the future, calling for higher system efficiencies and
therefore also higher charging efficiencies.
At the same time operating hours of power plants, who will in future mainly
balance volatile renewable energy sources, are expected to decrease significantly, moving the focus more towards first cost.
In a first step of course fossil fuels will still play the major role as engine
fuel and developments towards lower fuel consumption, lower pollutant
emissions and higher power density will continue for conventional fuels as
well.
To prepare for future, more diversified and challenging, engine requirements PBST, the turbocharger brand of MAN Energy Solutions, is revising
its radial turbocharger portfolio with the development of 2 new turbocharger
series: TCP (P for Pressure) and TCF (F for Flow).
This paper provides an overview of the development targets, the main challenges during the development process as well as measurement results of
the first prototype.

2 Development targets
In the recent years PBST put high attention on the development of its ECOCHARGE two-stage portfolio for Medium-Speed engines. A state of the art
High-Pressure-stage (HP stage), the TCX series, was developed, successfully validated and introduced to the market ([1],[2]). The new axial type
TCT series has been delivered and successfully tested as ECOCHARGE LowPressure-stage (LP stage) for large Medium-Speed engines at several customers.
The TCT series has also proven to be very competitive in the demanding 2stroke market. PBST also established itself as a supplier for high-performance EGR-Blowers with the ETB40 and benchmark SCR-catalysts with its
SCR-HP series for 2-stroke engines [5].

For High-Speed engines PBST successfully delivers specific turbocharging
solutions for a large variety of engine applications based on the well proven
TCR-series – single-stage as well as two-stage.
With the new TCP and TCF-series PBST is significantly strengthening its very
competitive turbocharger portfolio for upcoming further development on
Diesel- and Gas-engines on the one hand but of course also with a strong
focus on upcoming engines running on alternative fuels.
While TCP has a strong focus on Medium- and High-Speed engines, the TCF
series will come into use for Low-Speed engines as well.
Both turbocharger series are developed according to the strict and well
proven MAN Energy Solutions Product Evolution Process (PEP) that ensures
highest product maturity and reliability directly from market entry [5].

2.1

TCP development targets

The TCP series is dedicated to Medium-Speed-engines, 30-bore and smaller,
as well as large-bore High-Speed engines. Next to all current engine fuels
TCP will be ready for all future carbon-neutral or carbon-free fuel types.
The development focus of the TCP series is to push the limits of single-stage
turbocharging. The target compressor pressure ratios for continuous engine
operation are well above 6.0 even for the smaller frame sizes and up to 6.6
for the larger frame sizes and therefore significantly higher than the current
TCR-series with maximum pressure ratios around 5.5. In addition, the specific flow capability of the current TCR-42 series has to be maintained.
The elevated pressure ratios enable engine power densities that are with
current state of the art turbochargers only possible in a two-stage arrangement which still shows clear benefits regarding performance, resulting in
lower fuel consumption, but is significantly more complex and connected to
higher costs.
As the turbocharger efficiency has a major influence on engine differential
pressure which contributes to the overall engine efficiency via the engine
gas exchange loop, a strong focus has to be put on turbocharger efficiencies
especially because for higher pressure ratios, an increased turbocharger efficiency is required to achieve the same engine differential pressures [4].
Even though TCP single-stage charging efficiencies will not reach the outstanding ECOCHARGE two-stage efficiency levels, the clear target is not to
maintain but to increase engines differential pressures compared to state
of the art single-stage engines.
From an engine builder perspective the target of the TCP-series is to enable
a significantly higher engine power while essentially maintaining engine size
and weight and therefore achieving an engine cost down with constant or
even lower fuel consumption.

2.2

TCF development targets

The TCF series is targeted as a multi-purpose turbocharger and will be, like
the TCP-series, ready for all kinds of alternative fuels.
In the Medium- and large-bore High-speed segments TCF can be applied in
two-stage arrangements as Low-pressure-stage but also for specific singlestage applications.
In the Low-Speed segment TCF will complete the revision of PBST’s twostroke turbocharger portfolio towards smaller air mass flows for small bore
engines with MAN B&W high efficiency requirements.
The target compressor pressure ratio of TCF is up to 5.0 as above mentioned
applications require more moderate pressure ratios.
The clear focus of the TCF series are highest specific flows to achieve highly
compact ECOCHARGE two-stage units and excellent dynamic response of
the turbocharger.
The turbocharger efficiency targets are challenging as the High-Efficiency
requirements for Low-Speed engines have to be met. Additionally the already cutting edge ECOCHARGE two-stage efficiencies will be optimized further. The focus regarding efficiency characteristics is clearly in the medium
and part load area.

3 Compressor development
3.1

TCP compressor

The targeted benchmark compressor pressure ratios in combination with
significantly increased efficiency levels for the TCP series required a completely new development of the compressor stage from scratch.
Due to the very challenging requirements an additional pre-design step was
put in front of the already extensive PBST numerical design process [7]. A
wide range of different main parameter combinations of the compressor
stage were analyzed to ensure that the standard development process is
started in the area of best possible performance . The result of this extended
parametric investigations, applying our 1D in-house software, is displayed
in an efficiency topology chart in Figure 1. A global optimum in terms of
work coefficient λ , flow coefficient φ, and efficiency η has been identified.

Figure 1: compressor stage efficiency topology chart
Based in these results, a first, more detailed, pre-design was defined based
on a wide range of stage characteristics using a commercial 3D CFD code.
The aerodynamic risks of high circumferential Mach numbers (Mu2), high
deceleration ratios (w2s/w1s) and high inlet Mach number Mw1,s had to be
thoroughly controlled during this early design phase already. Accompanying
the aerodynamic layout, extensive mechanical investigations were carried
out in parallel in order to meet the mechanical integrity requirements. To
verify the promising performance achieved by the numerical layout process,
an early design of the compressor stage was tested on the component test
rig. The measuring results confirmed the numerical results and identified
optimization potential during the testing phase was implemented in the further detailing of the compressor stage layout which is based on an in-house
geometry modeler.
However, the potential of the compressor stage can only be fully utilized if
a very wide compressor map enables to operate the engine at maximum
efficiencies and pressure ratios with sufficient surge margin. This was already accounted for in the compressor stage development from the beginning but besides the rotor optimization, the improvement of secondary design features for performance map width enhancement by virtue of 3D CFD
simulation in combination with verification tests on the compressor test rig
was a key to fulfil the defined performance targets.
In addition, a new volute design was developed as well in order to maximize
performance and flow field homogeneity.
All included, several hundreds of parameter variations have been calculated
during the design process using internal and external simulation cluster capacities.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the compressor map of the current TCR
high pressure version with the new TCP series and clearly indicates the significant improvements regarding pressure capability and map width while
maintaining the specific flow capability of the compressor.

Figure 2: comparison of TCP compressor map with current TCR-42
Highest pressure ratios and circumferential speeds lead to a challenging
heat generation in the fluid cavity between the compressor wheel and the
non-rotation parts caused by friction losses. Therefore, especially the compressor wheel with its high temperature is in focus. Using the well-proven
aluminum alloy is advantageous compared to alternative materials: Low
density with related high strength, good milling properties and reasonable
material costs. At the same time, the compressor wheel exchange interval
requires special high attention in order to meet customer requirements regarding total cost of ownership under the most challenging load profiles.
In order to meet all requirements, a thorough optimization process for static
safety, low cycle fatigue (LCF) and creep is mandatory. For the TCP highpressure compressor, creep is the most challenging damage mechanism.
With the combination of temperatures and stress level the creep lifetime
can be assessed at each location on the compressor wheel. There are two
areas on the compressor wheel that suffer the most from creep load: the
wheel backside with moderate temperatures but high stresses (figure 3b)
and the outer 20% of the diameter with the highest temperature level and
lower stresses (Figure 3a). The primary source for high wheel temperatures
is friction in the outer area of the cavity between wheel backside and the

stator components due to high circumferential speeds. Especially on the
blade area at the outer diameter region, the high fluid temperatures of the
high pressure compressor additionally contribute to the local temperature.
The stress level of the compressor wheel is dominated by the circumferential speed.

Figure 3: Temperature and stress distribution of the compressor wheel
An optimization of the wheel needs an accurate lifetime prediction with a
reliable temperature field for all relevant operating conditions. For this purpose a verified numerical model of the compressor stage is essential. Here,
a state of the art conjugate heat transfer simulation (CHT) was used which
was calibrated based on sophisticated measurements. At a very early stage
of the development phase, a detailed measuring campaign was performed
at a high pressure test carrier which is based on the current TCR series
(Figure 4). Temperature sensors with telemetric data transfer were applied
at all relevant positions of the compressor wheel in order to calibrate and
verify the numerical model.

Figure 4: Compressor wheel temperature measurement on TCR test
carrier

The availability of the verified numerical model enabled an efficient and
reliable lifetime evaluation and optimization during the whole compressor
wheel development process.
The optimization strategy can be divided into 4 consecutive steps:
1. Optimize compressor blade design to reduce static stresses in the
outlet area as far as possible while keeping the required performance
2. Adapt the compressor wheel backside and its stress distribution to
account for the local temperature
3. Reduce friction in the compressor wheel backside cavity
4. Define and optimize the cooling strategy
The result of step 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 3. Backside stresses decrease
rapidly with increasing diameter, also the influence of the blade masses are
comparably low.
The last two steps focus on the cooling concept. Decreasing the temperature
level of the compressor wheel is essential to reach the target component
lifetime. After a thorough layout and evaluation process of different cooling
concepts the best overall performance was achieved by a highly advanced
water cooling strategy. To guarantee an efficient cooling of the compressor
wheel, the backside cavity temperature needs to be as low as possible.
Therefore, the heat transfer into the cooling system behind the stator parts
has to be maximized. This was achieved by CFD and CHT analysis of different concepts. While the optimization of the water flow inside the cooling
channel is done by uncoupled CFD calculations, the layout of the wheel
backside cavity necessitates fully coupled CHT models with solid and fluid
domains.
A comparison of an early, insufficient and final, optimized water channel
design is shown in Figure 5 (a, b). The diagram shows the flow velocities of
streamlines inside the water volume. Target of the optimization was a certain flow guidance within the water jacket and an increase of the cooling
water velocity in the relevant areas in order to maximize the cooling effect.
The main optimization parameters were the inner shape of the cooling cavity and the position and angle of water inlet and outlet.

Figure 5: Flow channel design optimization and cooling principles
For easier installation on the engine, it was decided to use the engine hightemperature cooling water circuit. This leads to even higher focus on the
effectiveness of the cooling system.
The result of the optimization process described above is a significantly
reduced temperature and stress level of the compressor wheel, which enable very competitive exchange intervals. Compared to the current TCR
series the exchange intervals were increased despite the elevated pressure ratios and circumferential speeds.
For applications with very high turbine inlet temperatures other turbocharger components have to be protected against high temperature levels
as well. The cooling concept therefore additionally ensures that temperatures for other parts of the turbocharger like the bearing casing, flange
connections and the oil and sealing system are maintained well below their
individual limits. The concept of this additional functionality of the cooling
system is to block the heat flow into the bearing housing from the turbine
and compressor side (Figure 5c). This safely prevents oil coking, especially
in highly transient operations like fast engine start and stop which are typical for power-plants in peaker applications, or hot engine shutdowns.

3.2

TCF compressor

The compressor stage used in the high flow turbocharger is a state of the
art high loaded radial compressor stage, which is developed for maximum
pressure ratios around 5.0. Development focus of this stage was maximizing the specific volume flow to the technological edge. At the same time
wide compressor maps with high compressor efficiencies are required for
the targeted engine applications.
This well proven technology is already used in our TCT Turbocharger series
and confirms the specific volume flow as the best in class. Figure 6 shows
a comparison of the current TCR-41 high flow version with the TCF compressor technology. The specific flow is increased by approximately 20% in

combination with improved pressure capability and a significantly wider
compressor map.

Figure 6: comparison of TCF compressor map with current TCR-41

4 Turbine development
4.1

TCP turbine

The completely new design of the TCP compressor stage in combination
with the product-focus on highest efficiencies, especially at high pressure
ratios, required the development of a new, optimized turbine stage as well.
The focus during the development process of the turbine stage was on
achieving highest aerodynamic performance by CFD optimization of the turbine geometry and ensuring the operation in the optimum blade speed ratio
with the new TCP compressor wheel. In combination with utilizing relatively
small nozzle ring cross sections compared to the turbine throat area, very
high turbine efficiencies can be achieved also at high turbine pressure ratios. However, these turbine configurations require special attention regarding high-cycle-fatigue (HCF). The development of tools and methods for a
robust design regarding HCF without deteriorating the turbocharger performance were strongly driven forward in the recent years [6].

A tool of major importance in this context is a state of the art FSI analysis.
Here, every resonance crossing related to stator excitation mechanisms was
simulated in a combined FEM (an exemplary mode shape is shown in Figure
7a) and CFD simulation, the latter yielding the corresponding flow field (Figure 7b) and pressure distribution for each corresponding operating point.

Figure 7: TCP turbine FEM and CFD calculation results
High attention was also put to the increased rotor speeds, which result in
an increased loading of the turbine wheel, especially in combination with
the higher aerodynamic blade loading resulting from the higher turbine
pressure ratios. Comprehensive 3D FEM and FSI evaluations were performed to analyze the static and dynamic mechanical blade loads and optimize the turbine geometry accordingly. As a result, turbine stress levels can
be kept well within the given design limits.
Early testing on a technology carrier supported the design process and confirmed the main layout parameters of the turbine.
For obtaining a reliable turbine inlet casing (TIC) design in terms of structural mechanic aspects two topics are of major importance:
a) Thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) during cyclic operation and
b) the creep-related deformational behavior under constant load.
Depending on the casing design and the load profile in question, the exchange interval can either be determined by TMF or by creep. Therefore,
different applications and load profiles were considered in parallel within the
casing development process. With the help of 3D FEM-based optimization

loops, a casing design which fulfills the requirements regarding creep-related deformations as well as TMF was found for the target application
range.
TMF is mainly driven by the change of TIT (turbine inlet temperature), the
corresponding acceleration and deceleration times as well as the dwell times
within the cycle. For optimization purposes, a challenging design cycle was
introduced which addresses operation of demanding cycling applications.
The applied optimization process of the TCP/TCF casings take a state-ofthe-art lifetime approach in combination with a calibrated thermal model
into account.
As a result of the significantly increased pressure level of the TCP series in
combination with high turbine inlet temperatures beside TMF also creep deformations are of major interest. Large creep related deformations lead to
an unacceptable change of efficiency related gaps and clearances. For the
TCP16 development, a limit for a certain measure of the turbine inlet casing
was defined for limiting deformations and thus ensuring reliability within the
target exchange interval. Figure 8a shows as an example creep related deformation of a TIC design.

Figure 8: Optimization of turbine inlet casing for reducing creep-related
deformations
As depicted in Figure 8b the turbine inlet casing design was improved till
reaching target lifetime within the allowable deformation level for high pressure applications with high temperatures. At the same time the optimization
has taken TMF relevant areas into account. During the design process TMF
lifetimes were significantly improved.

4.2

TCF turbine

The TCF turbine stage is a completely new development as the requirements
differ considerably from the TCP turbine.
The significantly higher specific flow capability of the TCF compressor stage
compared to TCP and TCR, especially in combination with high turbine inlet
temperatures, required a strong focus on high turbine flow capability. To
avoid excessive radial dimensions of the turbine with all associated disadvantages on turbocharger size, weight and burst behavior and as a good
dynamic response of the turbocharger is a highly weighted development
target, the challenge was to increase the specific flow capability of the turbine. Of course, meeting the also challenging efficiency targets had to be
taken into account as well.
Fulfilling the given performance specifications clearly positions the new turbine stage well into application ranges typically reserved for axial type turbines in the past. A schematic visualization of a respective Cordier diagram
with a comparison of the TCF layout with TCR and TCP turbine stages can
be found in Figure 9.

Figure 9: schematic Cordier diagram
Although maximum rotor speeds are on a lower level compared to the TCP
turbine stage, maximizing the turbine’s throat area in a first approach leads
to large blades prone to high mechanical loads, whereas pursuing a more

compact design increases aerodynamic blade loading and losses, with negative effects on efficiency.
Finding the optimal balance between the partly opposite aerodynamic, thermodynamic and mechanic goals and constraints necessitated a thorough
design optimization process, based on comprehensive 3D CFD and FEM calculations, with the final design evolving into a low solidity rotor concept.
The very high flow capacity of the turbine resulted in another challenging
optimization job, finding the ideal turbine inlet casing layout. The tradeoff
between large cross sections resulting in low Mach numbers for higher efficiency levels on the one side and compactness on the other side was
thoroughly investigated and optimized through several design loops. The
result is a compromise between both factors for the best overall performance. The elaborated tradeoff between casing weight and turbine efficiency is shown in figure 10.

Figure 10: tradeoff between casing weight and turbine efficiency

As the main application areas for TCF operate at moderate pressure ratio,
the performance focus was to optimize efficiencies at medium and lower
turbine pressure ratios. Figure 11 shows the improved efficiency characteristics of the TCF turbine compared to TCR.

Figure 11: comparison of turbine efficiency characteristics of TCF and
TCR

5 Turbocharger application ranges and performance overview
Both new turbocharger series offer a modular system for every frame size
with a large variability on compressor and turbine side to optimize the turbochargers to the various engine needs.
TCP and TCF series consist of 7 frame sizes each. During the concept phase
of the development process it was decided to change the frame size concept
to achieve highest performance levels over the whole application range.
This led also to the introduction of the new frame size TCP/TCF19.
All casings of all turbocharger frame sizes were optimized regarding thermodynamic and mechanical performance and associated with that the connecting dimensions are changed compared to the TCR series as well. However for easy on engine installation as well as retrofit capability the connection dimensions of specific frame sizes have been designed for plug & play
installation.

5.1

TCP

The application range of the 7 TCP frame sizes regarding volume flow and
achievable compressor pressure ratios for continuous operation is shown in
figure 12. All frame sizes can be operated at pressure ratios clearly above
6, increasing towards larger frame sizes up to 6.6.

Figure 12: TCP application range
Figure 13 shows the comparison of a typical high load optimized efficiency
characteristics of the current TCR series with the characteristics obtained
with the new TCP series based on burner rig tests of the first frame size.
The significant improvement in absolute efficiency level as well as the intended optimization possibilities towards very high compressor pressure ratios fully meets the high expectations from component and technology carrier measurements.

Figure 13: comparison of efficiency characteristics of TCP16 and TCR16

The measured compressor map in a high pressure layout is displayed in
Figure 14. The efficiency characteristics shows maximum efficiencies at the
intended high pressure ratios with the optimum located in the region of
pressure ratio 6. The wide TCP compressor map enables constant speed
engine operation with sufficient surge margin while utilizing compressor
maximum efficiencies.

Figure 14: TCP16 high-pressure compressor map

5.2

TCF

Figure 15 shows the overview of the application ranges of the TCF series.
The two largest frame sizes TCF20 and TCF22 are also offered as 2-stroke
version.

Figure 15: TCF application range
All TCF frame sizes extend the fully flexible ECOCHARGE two-stage portfolio
(Figure 16). After introducing the TCT series as an optimized low pressure
stage for large Medium-Speed engines, TCF is the extension towards 30
bore Medium-Speed and smaller 4-stroke engines.

Figure 16: PBST ECOCHARGE two-stage product portfolio

6 Project status and timeline
Figure 17 provides a simplified overview of the TCP and TCF project flow.

Figure 17: simplified project overview TCP and TCF

6.1

TCP

After thorough investigation of the market needs including many intense
customer workshops an extensive pre-study was executed. The numerical
design process beginning with the first general compressor layout investigations was started in early 2019. First compressor concepts were tested
at the compressor test rig and based on the results the design was optimized further. After the main compressor parameters were fixed the numerical design process of the turbine was started. Mid of 2019 the compressor and turbine stage were tested in a technology carrier based on a
TCR16 frame size. The results were very encouraging nevertheless some
optimization potential was identified. In parallel to the design process of the
1st TCP frame size – TCP16 – several components were optimized with a
combination of 3D CFD layout and further testing on the compressor test
rig and the technology carrier.
Since mid of 2022 the 1st TCP16 prototype started an intense validation
process on the burner rig. The first results fully confirm the high expectation
derived from previous technology carrier testing. First on engine prototype
tests are scheduled already.
Figure 18 gives an impression of the first TCP16 turbocharger.

Figure 18: The first TCP16 prototype

6.2

TCF

After a pre-study, which was executed in combination with the TCP development, the turbine layout calculations were started in 2020.
Beginning of 2023 extensive testing of a technology carrier which differs
only very little from the final design will be started for early confirmation of
the main layout parameters of the turbine in combination with the already
validated TCF compressor wheel.
Validation of the first TCF prototype will start in 2024.

7 Conclusion
PBST is continuing its path of intensive development to provide high performance turbochargers.
For Medium- and High-Speed engines the TCF series is added to the already
very competitive ECOCHARGE two-stage turbocharging portfolio. ECOCHARGE, with its fully variable combinations of HP and LP stages, offers
highest turbocharging efficiencies and charge air pressures and clearly focusses on fuel efficiency and therefore operating cost.
TCP, as a compact single-stage turbocharger series with a pressure ratio
and efficiency level far beyond current single-stage turbochargers, is a wellbalanced compromise between operating cost on the one hand and compactness and first cost on the other hand.
The TCF series offers a very competitive charging solution for small 2-stroke
engines with MAN B&W high-efficiency-requirements. Further, the TCF enables the possibility to downsize the turbocharger on 4-stroke MediumSpeed engines.
Engine builders profit from a variability of state of the art products to optimize the charging concept to their individual needs.

PBST will lead and support new engine developments, covering all major
market segments and power ranges. This will be accompanied by the extension of offerings of digital products to further optimize total cost of ownership.
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